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This deed of Agreement (hereinafter referred to as this Agreement) is made and entered into on

this day of 14 Sept 2014 by and between:

1. Delphi Automotive Systems Pvt. Ltd., a Company incorporated under the provisions of

the Companies Act, 1956 and having its registered office at B-92, 23 Kasturba Gandhi

Marg, New Delhi- 110001 and its Technical Centre situated at Bangalore and located at

Kalyani Platina, Block I, No. 24, EPIP Zone Phase II,Whitefield Bangalore (hereinafter

referred to as the "Company") which term shall mean and include, if the conte~ so

requires or permits, its successors and permitted assigns, as the one Party;



AND

1. Vellore Institute of Technology, an educational institution and deemed university

and having its college/institute situated at Katpadi, Ve110re, 632014, Tamil Nadu

(hereinafter referred to as "VIT") which term shall mean and include, if the

context so requires or permits, its successors and permitted assigns, as Other

Party;

WHEREAS

1. The Company is in the business of designing, engineering, fabricating and

developing of software and hardware having application in the field of automotive

engineering and other related fields.

2. VIT offers various engineering and technical courses including Mechanical,

Electrical, Electronics, Instrumentation, Computer and Information Technology

engineering courses to students admitted to its institute.

3. The Company updates its technology from time to time and such

requires extensive research and testing of the developments

laboratories prior to exploitation of the technology;

upgrading
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4. VIT has vast resources like libraries, testing facilities and software laboratories

utilized by its students;

5. The students of VIT as part of their curriculum are required to undertake

technical project work in their related field of education and VIT sends its

students as interns to various commercial organizations incl'uding companies to

undertake technical projects;

6. Company is desirous of having access to libraries, laboratories and workshops

and the desire of VIT to associate with entities for enabling its students to

undertake the technical project work, both the Parties are now desirous of having



an arrangement with one another for the mutual benefit, Le., of the Company and

VIT, and on the terms and conditions of this Agreement which have been

discussed between the parties and both parties mutually agree as hereunder:

NOW THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSETH AS HEREUNDER:

1. VIT hereby agrees to set up a dedicated laboratory for the Company, as per

specifications provided by the Company to be located at the VIT campus at

Vellore, state of Tamil Nadu (hereinafter referred to as the Dedicated Lab) for the

exclusive use of the Company. The said Dedicated Lab shall be set us as a part

of the TIFAC-CORE in Automotive Electronics at VIT and will be managed as a

part of all the TIFAC-CORE labs by its Director. VIT will jointly work towards

offering an M.Tech course with the Company.

2. The said Dedicated Lab shall have minimum equipment/facilities/infrastructure

including but not restricted to one desktop computer per student intern

designated by Delphi and computational software licenses. All costs associated

with establishing this Dedicated Lab shall be borne by VIT. VIT shall also make

available and provide access to its library including its e-journals to the Company

and its deputed employee(s), free of charge, to be utilized by it for its research

and development work and permit the Company through its deputed personnel to

take such copies, prints and others as may be required by the Company for its

business purposes. However, it is agreed that that the Company shall make such

copies at its own cost and expense. VIT furthers warrants and confirms that it is

authorized to share/distribute such journals, software, etc., with the company.

3. The Company and any of its deputed employees shall be permitted to utilize the

Dedicated Lab as well as other laboratories and facilities for purposes of its

research and development work during all working hours of VIT. If required, with

prior permission of VIT including cost estimates if any, the Company shall be

permitted to utilize the aforementioned amenities/facilities at such other hours as

may be required by the Company. Any usage of dedicated lab during non

working hours shall always be approved by the Company in writing in advance

and the same will be made available to VIT.



4. VIT shall provide all required data protection and ensure such security and

protection as may be required by the Company for the secured utilization of the

workshops, testing facilities and software laboratories.

5. Both parties shall mutually discuss and agree on the manner, from time to time,

in which the brand of the Company can be promoted positively on campus and

amongst the students and the Company shall be entitled to participate actively in

campus recruitment fairs upon VIT's invitation.

6. As an acknowledgement for the services to be provided by VIT, the Company

would consider accepting, subject to criterion set by the Company, student

interns from VIT to undertake certain agreed technical project work and pay a

monthly stipend agreed. It is agreed that the Company shall have no privities of

Contract with such students and VIT alone shall be responsible to ensure that the

students so selected conduct themselves on the premises of the Company as

per applicable rules / policies of the Company. The students will work on

Automotive projects in the domain such as In-Vehicle Networking, Safety,

Independent Testing and Validation & CAE. The deliverables would be in the

form of hardware/software, design/test documents, analysis results etc. The

project definitions, timelines and deliverables shall be defined, reviewed and

tracked by Delphi mentors on the regular basis.

7. The selection of students, scope of project work and duration for which each

student would be engaged as Intern shall be at sole discretion of the Company.

8. The Company may, at its sole discretion provide for such selected students,

necessary funds to buy required hardware and software to carry out their project

work in the proposed "Centre of Excellence" to be setup, on a case to case basis.

VIT agrees to make available to the Company the profiles of its top engineering

students in each cohort /academic year for this purpose.

9. The Company has the absolute right to make the final selection of the student

interns and further reserves the right to provide the students such limited access

to its facilities, offices, and other places of business as it deems necessary to

facilitate the project work.

10.The Company shall have the right at its discretion to require any selected student

interns to execute such confidentiality and non disclosure

undertakings/agreements, deeds and documents and undergo such safety and

security protocols as may be required prior to entering the Company's premises

or receiving any information or materials from the Company and the students



shall, and VIT shall ensure that the students, do the same prior to commencing

the project work.

11.The Company shall provide one employee to act as dedicated lab manager who

shall spend:

(a) 80% of his/her time on agreed Delphi-VIT collaborative projects in

the areas of competency identified by the Company along with the

selected student interns at the Dedicated Lab; and

(b) .20 % of his/her time with VIT faculty exploring potential research

opportunities that have the potential of attracting external funding

(Government or other funds). This activity shall be exploratory without any

specific targets/bindings in whatsoever manner.

12.The company, may at its sole discretion and without creating any legally binding

obligation and also without setting any precedent may approve a sum not

exceeding Rs.500,000 per annum towards the expenses incurred in sponsoring

seminars, conferences, travel, student project assistance ship, etc that are to be

hosted by VIT which could enable the development and training of the student of

VIT. It is clearly understood by the parties that the Company is not obliged,

direct or indirect, in cash or in kind, in whatsoever manner, to expend any

amount for the arrangement herein stated above.

13.VIT irrevocably warrants and affirms that all information, software, journals, work,

modules, prototypes, papers of all natures, in all forms,

shared/disclosed/provided/communicated/relayed in all forms, with the Company

is rightfully done per the statute and it is authorized to disseminate so. VIT will

always hold Company harmless from all, direct & indirect, claims, litigations and

other disputes, in whatsoever manner, for Company having received and used

such data/information, software, journals, work, etc., in good faith.

14.During the continuation of this Agreement, the parties may furnish and / or may

come across documents and other material containing information that the

delivering party considers proprietary or confidential. Accordingly, and unless

agreed otherwise by the parties, the parties agree as follows: .

a) The delivering party will label any such documents and material with a

legend marked "Confidential" and referring to this Agreement. However, it is

clearly understood and acknowledged that all documents & materials shared by



the Company is always 'Confidential' irrespective of any marking and has been

shared in relation to this agreement.

b) The receiving party will protect such documents and material against

disclosure to others with the same care the receiving party protects its own

documents and material of a similar nature.

c) The receiving party will return such documents and material immediately

upon request by the delivering party.

d) The provisions of this Clause do not apply to documents or material

containing only information which is publicly known through no fault of the

receiving party, is lawfully available from another sources, is otherwise disclosed

without restriction by the delivering party, was known to the receiving party

before receipt from the delivering party, or is independently developed by the

receiving party.

e) Disclosure by any party to another shall not constitute a waiver of any

patent rights by the disclosing party, or a grant of a license under any patent.

1) Each party will ensure that any of its personnel and advisors who have

access to documents or material received under this Agreement are aware of,

understand, and agree to abide by this Clause.

g) The obligation of confidentiality under this Clause shall survive the

termination or expiration of this Agreement for a period of two (2) years from the

effective date of such termination and or expiration, as the case may be...

15.lt is further agreed between the parties that all background intellectual property

shall remain the property of the Party disclosing the same to the other Party for

the purposes of the fulfillment of respective obligations under this Agreement.

The use of such Background IP shall be limited to performing each Party's

obligations under this Agreement.

Further all intellectual property created or developed from the work projects

defined by the Company with the student interns shall belong to the Company



solely and the Company shall have the right to make any applications or

registrations necessary to protect such intellectual property as its own cost.

16.During the term of this agreement, each party shall refrain, and shall cause its

employees to refrain, from publicly announcing the existence, nature or status of

the arrangement or any discussions relating thereto unless otherwise agreed

upon by the parties in writing, except to the extent such disclosure may be

required by law.

17.This Agreement shall be effective from the date mentioned herein above and

shall remain valid and operative for a period of 3 years. Both the Parties shall

have the option for renewal of this Agreement for a term and on terms as

mutually agreed between the parties.

18.Notwithstanding anything else contained herein either party shall have the right

to terminate this Agreement by giving the other party a 14 calendar days notice

in writing, without assigning any reason there for. Any such termination shall be

without prejudice to the party's rights accrued prior to the termination.

19.On all matters arising out of this Agreement shall be subject to the Jurisdiction of

the Courts located at Bangalore

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have set their hands on this the day, month

and year first hereinabove mentioned.

Vellore Institute of Technology

Dr. G. VISWANATHAN
Chancellor .

t. fA \ o.~L- ~ h.<>"'2- VIT University

Delphi Automotive Systems Private Lin¥ltMtJ~T~thP.l~aT~tN~?~n'dm,

Witnesses
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